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ABSTRACT

Integrate super non-linear classical partial differential equations

are considered. A super 9l(2,R) algebra valued connection 1-form Is

constructed. It is shown that curvature £-fonn of this super connection

vanishes by virtue of the integrable super equations of motion. A super

extension of the AKHS scheme Is presented and a class of super extension of

the Lax hleararchy ana super non-linear Schrodinger equation are found.

O(N) extension and the Baeklund transformations of the above super equations

are also considered.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The inverse scattering Method enables us to solve the initial value

problem of non-linear evolution equations. Intensive development of this

method has been devoted for salving non-linear partial differential equations

(n.l.p.d.e.) such as Korteveg de VriesCKdV), modified KdV, Sine-Gordon and

non-linear Schrodinger equations and the others [l]. Ahlovltz, Kaub, Newell

and Segur CAKN3) [2] have proposed a scheme which contains a large class

of Integrable n.l.p.d.e. Including the above equations. For this reason

there have been considerable efforts to put n.l.p.d.e. arising from

mathematics and physics Into AKNS scheme. A nice property of the AKNS

equations is that they define a connection which has values in sl(2,H)

algebra [3]. Its curvature vanishes by virtue of the n.l.p.d.e. under

consideration. The Backlund transformations when supplemented by reduction

problem [k], are nothing but the guage transformations in this formulation.

Recently there ia an increasing interest In the supersymmetric model

theories where antlcommuting fields of the Grassmann algebra are equally

treated with the commuting fields. The quantum and classical Integrability

of the super extension of the standard integrable systems have been studied

by several authors [5,6,7,8,9]. Quite recently a new classically integrable

super equation was presented by Kupershmidt [10,11]. This is a super

extension of the KdV equation.

In order to have a compact formulation for the super Integrable

systems such as the AKNS scheme which handles certain classes of n.l.p.d.e.

we have, very recently, proposed a super extension of the AKJJS scheme [12].

A class of super Integrable equations containing the super extension of the

Lax hierarchy is found.

In present vork we shall first give a short survey of the AKNS scheme

and of Its geometrical interpretation. In Section III we define a super

sl(2,K) valued connection 1-form. Then the zero curvature condition leads to

a new class of super integrable non-linear evolution equations associated

with the super AKNS scheme. An Integrable class containing the super

non-linear Schrodinger equation is obtained. The auper extension of the Lax

hierarchy Is given In section IV, The section V is devoted to OtN) extension

of the auper Anns scheme. In particular, for an illustration, we examine

0(2) extended super Integrable non-linear evolution equations. In conclusion,

the Backlund transformations of these super equations are considered.
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II. THE AKNS SCHEME AND THE 50LIT0N CONNECTION

Ablovitz et.al, have proposed the Lax pair £, and

JL = (2.1)

(2.2)

where functions A,B,C depend on t and x through their dependence on the

potentials q and r, X is the spectral parameter, and the wave function 7

is a column vector with components <\>1 and if.2. The linear eigenvalue equations,

£, t = W, and associated evolution equations, ¥ = i£ "f, are respectively-

given by

= C

+ 8

(2.3a)

(2.3b)

The integrabllity of the above equations leads to the Lax equation,

JL t= [ t , J9 l.or,

6

rS -

-2< AC -r; -

(2.5a)

(2.5b)

(2.5c)

which are called AKNS equations. The corresponding n.l.p.d.e. are obtained

by expanding A,B and C as a power series of X in eq.s.t2.5) and by comparing

the coefficients of *".
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Since the operators £, and *i are traceles.s it ia possible to

define a connection 1-farm vhich ha,s the values in the sl{.2,R) algebra.

Namely the sl(2,R) valued connection 1-form, f! , can be expressed by

(2.4)

where e (i = 0,1,2) are the generators of the sl(2,R) algebra and 1-fonns

9 are

d, = C di (2.TU)

Then the linear eigenvalue and the time evolution equations (2,3) and (2,k)

can be unified in the form

=- n (2.8)

where d is the exterior derivative. The integrability of this equation that

the curvature implies that the curvature 2-form associated to this connection

vanishes [3],

c/n + ii A H - O (2.9)

I.e. !) is a. flat connection and A denotes exterior product. Hence the basic

problem is AKNS scheme turns out to be a search for a flat connection

associated with n.l.p.d.e. in this formulation.

III. A SUFEB-sl ( 2 , F ) VALUED SOLITON COMECTION

In order to get a super aoliton connection we first embed sl(2,R)

algebra into a super algebra which we call it the super-al(2,R) algebra.

A 3x3 matrix representation of the auper-sl(2,K) algebra is defined by three

trosonic e. (i=0,l,2) and two fermionic q (a " 1,2) generators.
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They are given by

// 0 0\ (0 I 0^ JO 0 0\

e o»[ o -t o i, G,=[ o o o j, e =/, o o ,

( o © l \ /« o o \

1 \o -• o / z \i o o )

The commutation, [ , ] , and anticoramutation, { , }, relations are

(3.1)

and the modified Jacobl identities are satisfied. A connection 1-form which

has values in this algebra is defined by

(3.3)

We call £1 as the super soliton connection. Following the parametrization

of the sl(2,R) soliton connection, e, and T are given by

e, * c «,*.

Here A,B,C are assumed to tie commuting, a and p are anticoramuting super

AKNS functions while n and r &r-. oainiiuting, £ an4 6 are arrtlccmmuting super

AKUS potentials.

The linear eigenvalue and the evolution equations for the super Joat

function t are contained in the following exterior differential equation.

n * o (3.5)
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m

where Y = t*. , t^i *i- Here t i aI1^ 'I'p a r e commuting functions * i s an
anticoramrting function. The intesraMllty ?f eij. (3- 5l Inplief zero curvature
condition

dlD. + i l = o (3.6)

i.e. S! is a flat connection 1-form.

A class of integrable super n.l.p.d.e. can be found by allowing only

the positive power series

M M M

Z
(3.7)

mg mi

substituting these In eg.. (3.6) we obtain the non-linear evolution equations,

= b.,* - 2 3.6 + 2a.1 , (3.8a)

(3.6=)

(3.6d)

and the recursion equations,

O ,

\= O ,

(3.9a)

(3.9b)

(3.9c)

(3.9d)

(3.9e)

Le t t ing EL. » constant and t " M " c j i " o [ j " < ' u " 0 w e oWaln a subclass of

super integrable n . l .p .d .e . As an example, let UB take H • 3, then -the
evolution eo.s.(3.8) take the following form
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V
(3.10a)

* L 4

(3.101))

(3.10c)

O.lOd)

where a and a are commuting constants. As special cases we l i s t

i ) The AKHB coupled n . l . p .d . e . [2] : e = B = 0
i l ) The super KdV : r - r0(oonstant), 0 = 0, a£ = 0, ia^ = U

(3

This system was given by Kupershmidt [10],

ill) The super-modifies KaV : r - l

k « real constant (k ™ £.).

, B - Ts.^ 0, ia 3 =

This extension of the modified KdV is different from the One given

Kupershmidt [10].

-7-

tjT •!• if g a .

iv) The super non-linear Schr^dlnger equation : r = k <j,

a = -2 i , k, H real constant tk. P k . ) .

k^i, a = 0,

A bar over a quantity denotes the Berezin adjoint operation in the Grassmann

algebra [13]. For a usual complex valued functions this operation reduces to
o

complex conjugation. In the cases (iii) and (iv) one finda that k •- k .

Hence the signs of the self interacting terms in the bosonic parts are

fixed by the super extension.

IV. A SUPER LAX HIERARCHY

We also obtain a super extension of the Lax hierarchy [lit] by

allowing r = r (a real constant) and S • 0 and having M as an arbitra

nonnegative integer. Then the evolution equations are given by

vhere K, and IL, satisfy the following recursion relations

I M = H«|IM.,
 + 1 He KH-I

and the operators L , L , H and H are defined by
1 E q e

(U.l)

(U.2a)

(It.2b)

(It.3b)

Clt.3c)
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Assuming K = ™ - find I " 0 as Initial data, the first three members

for M = 0,1,2 are respectively given

K.« !1 .

f (It.lid)

As can be seen from the eqa. (it.Vb) and {4.Uc}, the case M « 1 corresponds
to the super KdV equations.

V. O(N) EXTENDED SUPER AKNS SCHEME

Another nice property of the super AKNS scheme is that, by

embedding the super-sl(2,R) algebra into a higher dimensional super algebra,

the number of fermionic potentials can be increased as much as desired. For

this purpose one can introduce an Internal index on the fermionic part of

the algebra as 1-^, ̂  (i = 1,2,... ,N}. In order to close this larger

algebra one is forced to include the generators of the algebra of 0 ( H ) , J1"'*

Then the extended super connection having values in this larger super algebra

may be expressed aa

n= r*

-9-

where 9 Is the usual sl(2,R) part of the connection

6

and the fermionic part, IT, is nov a 2xH matrix and ir is the transposed of

the TT and C = { ). The fermi-fermi part, T, of the connection is an

antisymmetric NxN matrix I-form, The connection 1-form given in eq.(3.3)

corresponds to the case N - 1 (T - 0).

For any integer N ve. can parametrize the elfflaents of the connection

C5.1) as follows

where the super functions A,B,C,n, and the super potentials q,r,i(i " are

bosonic, and the super functions a , p" and the super potentials e , 0 w e

fennionic fields. As in the previous cases the zero curvature condition

yields the following 0(n) extended super AKNS equations,

(5.2a)

(5.2b)

(5.2c)

(5.2a)

x- ei + rA?'+ < K - B p k<Pk!
'-5k<Pk !- o , (5.2*)

Expanding super functions A,B,C,a , o , T\ as positive power series of the

spectral parameter X one obtains a class of non-linear evolution equations

q = Co.* -la.r- 2/3«V/ , (5.3a)
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C 5 i 3 e )

and the recursion equations (5.5b)

'?« = O

o, ^

Aa an illustration, let us consider the N = 2 case, i.e., 0(2)

extended super AKNS scheme. In this case the following class of the

integrable non-linear evolution equations are found. (We assume M = 3 and

(5.5c)

= constant, = 0}

2 /j' - 1 rx» • |- 3 rf

(5-5d)

-11-
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where and ng are commuting constants.

We now I l3t the possible extended integrsble super n . l -p .d .e .
arising from eijs. (5.5)

i ) The AKHS couplea n . l . p .d . e . : 8 • z - + * 0

i i ) 0(2) extended super KdV : B = 0,r • ^{constant), a2 = 0,ia3 - k

(5.6a)

ill) 0C2) extended auper modified EaV ! r = k q,

a2 = 0, is,3 » U , kj n real constant (Xj " Sj

6 fe.l

(5.6b)

(5.6c)

(5.7a)

=

k
+ k HI V ) #'+ (2

with and

iv) 0(2) extended super non-linear Schrodinger equatio

l B = k^I 1 , a3 - 0,a2, B = k^I1 , real constant
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(5.6c)

vlth k and • • + • Here the bar over quantity also danates thek, = k

Berezin adjoint operation. Furthermore for higher H values one may obtain

a. richer extended clasa of super integrable n.l.p.d.e. in this framework.

The Baeklund transformations in this formulation correspond to the

guage transformations [15]• If we denote *' as a transformed super field

connected to the old one T by

= s (6.1)

where S la a 3x3 super matrix depending on X as well then the super

connections ff ' and SI are related by

(6.2)

-15-

When the guage transformation (6.2) are supplemented by the Zakharoir-Shabat

[Ul reduction procedure they can be considered as Baeklund transformations

for the super n.l.p.d.e. under consideration and provide n-soliton solutions.

As a conclusion, a super AKHS scheme is proposed by generalizing

the sl(2,R) valued soliton connection to the super - sl(2,R) valued soliton

connection. Furthermore introducing an Internal symmetry we constructed the

0(N) extended super AKHS scheme. Classes of super Integrable n.l.p.d.e.'s

are found for the cases H » 1 and If • 2 super AKHS scheme including the

non-linear Schrodinger equation.
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